
 



 

OUT OF THE

Sewing Machine.
ELIAS HOWE,

all the principles of Sewing by

Machinery embodied in all the Sewing Machines now in use.

and in its form makes perfect work at the rate of
a minute.
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T0 PLACE THE MACHINE ON THE TABLE.

   

ll D

  

hinge holes in back at
into in from of

to on the pins to on
chine. Fig. to the
into in table ; turn the in

the around the of
to drive

belt thrown machine is not in use.
loose to the shorten it an

it new

 

  

6 27.7 Hater Sewing lilac/(me.
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Enter the rubbers .\'u. 241 intn part of tahlc 241. [inn-r
ublc I’nhbcrs .\'o. it holes No. it part table.

Plncc Ital [7.1.9 A‘uMnr .\'o. .\'0. the from Corners vi the lll‘.l‘

Attach hinges 510.239 (see 2, page 7‘. machine. and enter them
the ruhhcu So. 2.“ the machincdown,ns shown Fig. 3, page

8; pass belt groove the driving-wheel No. 144 and pulley Nu t}.
sufficiently tight the machine.

The: should be ufl' when the and it it becomes to»;
drive needle through heavygoods. by cutting about half inch

(KT nm- rm! where is joint-d lugcthcr, punch a holc‘ and {nu-n :|\ lwi'mc.
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77” Howe Saving Jlm‘lufll-

0mm; MACHIN

F's. 2'

machine back its hinges.”
.ers. beginning

way

Sim the tn-It ntl' ilriving-wltrc'l No. 144.
mum: in Fig. page 0, all the hearings indicated by numl
.\'n. L taking figures their nrdcr. 2. 3. 4. and suun 21.

mil sun.- every place Juml oiling arm: place
mute Tu nil stand. at No. Fig. 3. page S‘ taking
numbers their regular urder No. 6. always taken. before com-
mencing to nperatc, that parts are cleaned and niled. No part can
be ge'ttnittt-d dry without machine.

N4DXI.—l'!(‘ gnml nil-pure ii Poor oil Rum. and
machine heavily. Spitltsof turpentine kerosene usdul
cleaning machine alter using had oi}.
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TO WORK THE

 

the place the chair to the machine to keep the body
on the with the instep tho

Start the No. from in the the
turning on the with and toe

until have full control of the motion.
To work the machine. the front slide out the shuttle; raise

foot by handle 60 from put on the belt. start the
as and machine until familiar with the

motion. Without the shuttle in or the place a oi
material the needle; let the down by handle Go

run machine in this way until accustomed to guiding the
work. run with the foot down on the feed without

between them. do not to until you can turn the
start and it with After with the

and before to both machine and all
the lower bar. and out of

 

3 TIM rm? Sewing Afadrim'.

TREADLE.
“3.3.

Take lit-It ntl'; nmr (mug/5 erect
while operating. Place the feet trcatllc directly os'cr (roadie.
mrl Not lit. driving-wheel 144 you direction of crow,
1nd keep by gently pressing trcatlle lltt‘ heel alternately.

you treadle
remove H3. and take

the presscr .\'o. roz. turning the you.
tlflVlng'1-\'h(‘l‘l before. work the you havchccomc

having tnar‘hinc threaded, piece
under presscr foot moving toward

van. and the you bcCOrnc
Never the machine presscr havtng

goods and attempt sew machine
regularly. and stop mute. becoming familiar 11301100.

proceeding sew, clean stand.and wipe waste oll
from ClNl oi the needle the shuttle race.
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T0 WIND THE BOBBIN

 

With the shown drop the on the No.
place the cotton “ on No. shown enter
end the bobbin into hole in the end the

dotted line at No. Fig. the
the small hole in the bobbin then move up step
end of the bobbin the hole indicated the dotted line at then
the with the thumb screw

With the tight the from you. guide the cotton
“ until the is lull. then it. and the to

as shown in Fig. S.
use threads in the shuttleM
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Tit: Howe Se'wmg J-‘Iac/um.

Fig. 4.

belt ull, as above. spooler drlvmgowheel 144:
apoul of A" the spool-pin 5. Flg..t, above; eltlwt

at N0. 71 the of spoolcr Spindle. as indicated
by the 201), 5, shown above, so that driving-pin No. 314 will
enter flange , the spooler so that the
other wall enter by No. 210;
taste" spoolcr step No. 2! 1.

hand start driving-wheel and hem (ho
spool A" evenly bobbin remove raise spools: in
20mm: position. 3. page

Sula—Never glazed



 

THREADING THE SHUTTLE.
Fig.

 

TO PUT [N THE BOBBIN.
the latch No. and hold the bobbin so the will the

side. as shown in Fig. 6 enter one end into the small near the point
shuttle ; drop the other end close the latch. as shown in Fig.

7.

 

T0 THREAD THE
Pass the end of the thread out through the bottom slot at No. I. and back

through the top slot No. thence through the top hole in the at No. 3.
back through the bottom hole in the latch at No. ; hold the end of the “
between the side of the shuttle and the finger “A"; pass the loop thus
between the tension plates at 63, it around the tension screw No. in the
direction the arrow. coming out between the at 67 ; draw up the slack. and
pass the end the thread “ out through the hole in the side the shuttle at No.
Be sure to the thread the and not under them.
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u) T/u‘ Howe Saving lilac/rim:

6.

Raise 65. that thread draw off from
under ; hole of“ the

intu the heel. and 7,

Fig.

SHUTTLE
"8"

at 2. latch and
4 thread 8”

at formed
and draw 70.

of plates
of 13" at 5.

have detract-n tension plates 67 68,:tnd

!



 

 

This shows the threaded. plain that if the learner will but follow
'l the line the thread the eye it will be to make a

where a delicate tension is required. omit through the slots at
and No. a, in and S, and thread as shown in

 

    

the thread leading from the under side of the bobbin. and out through the
lower hole in the latch and back through the top hole, thence the tension
plates and out through the side the shuttle at as shown in the cut.

T0 REGULATE THE SHUTTLE TENSION.

The tension is a hand and the of
With that the tension can be increased or lessened at pleasure. To

turn the to the left. as indicated by the arrow on tension by
means of the shuttle shown

To decrease the tension. turn the in the

T/n' Howe Serving Aloe/rim. tt
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t shuttle fully and co
of with impossible mistake.

Except very threading
No. 1 as Figs. 7 Fig. 9.

alga a4.-feet“Azi‘fi'jiffft‘ilftlll“

5 » '

llavr
65. between

of 5.

screw No. 70 left screw. operates reverse ordinary
screws. immuc
the tension. screw plate 67,

screw-driver No. 198, above.
screw opposite direction.
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T0 THREAD THE MACHINE.

 

 

 

12 Tlu' Hort-r Stating fliat/lilll.

Fig.lo.
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TO THREAD THE MACHINE.

and i needle the spool on the
at 5. draw the thread into the slot at No. in the top tension stand;

thence into the \‘ shaped oi tension wheel at point (see Fig. tr.
twice around the wheel in direction the arrow: thence

through the controller to. and into the slot on the top the needle bar
No. and under thread No. thence through the hook on
the end of the and thread No. thence through
the curved hook No. at the needle bar. and lastly through the eye at
the needle. In to.

 

 

 

T0 OIL THE TENSION.
Take thumb nut then the tension nut and lastly the tension

wheel no. and put drop oil on the stud directly at
Great care must be taken to no oil on the cloth on the
the tension

In replacing the wheel. put the cloth washer back. To the
nut washer it will be observed that one side of the hole is flat, which must be put
on to fit the side of the screw stud then put on the thumb nut Once a
month is often enough to oil the tension.

i
A

77m Sewing Mac/tint. 13

Uset'xocotton a No. inieaming. Place oteotton "A"
spool-pin .\'o. rza ofthe

groove the "8 page
M). and "the indicated by

thread No. of
40. downwards guideopin 38;

take-up No. 33. bacitover guide-pin 37;
44 bottorn afighe

as shown Fig. page 13.

Fig. 12

ofi'the 128. washer res.
half: of screw 126.

get washers too and rsr sides
oi wheel.

always black 120 replace
rsz.

tlat r26. is?»



T0 PLACE THE SHUTTLE IN THE MACHINE.

t3

  

 

     

 

tlte needle the
the and the heel the the

the hook rm the heel tn under the the driver
let it drop into its in page

the the the m the
side to ends
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I4 T/u‘ 111 we Serving J/m'lu'nr.

Fla.

1.
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Raise hair to its highest point. withdraw from alicle “3. take ltulnl of

shuttle slide atlnng «m bottum ut' the race. holding point high
enough to alluw pass end «it Nu. 5; _ then

place. as shuwn Fig. to, to.
Nuns—Draw thread thrnngh eye of needle and (lining-n the huie

of the shuttle. m M leave the about three inche~ long,

4”
...

._
_
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TO DRAW UP THE LOWER THREAD.

 

Withdraw ; hold the end upper with the left
the with right hand until the needle passes

the needle is set loop will be formed by the upper thread in the
page through which the shuttle will and the needle. in its

draw or shuttle thread up through in the

To REGULATE THE LENGTH or THE STITCH.

the right hand end of tht: the Stitch
thumb screw To the turn the thumb

the To the turn tn left. thus.
u .

44
A
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Tire Hort? Sam/1g Jinx/mu“.

Fig. 14.

i'rontslide tt3 of thread dark handztttrn
driving-wheel down.

it properly 3 shuttle
"CC (500 Fig~ 16. 16). pass.
ascent. will llw luwct the ltniv throat plate
No. To).

Near tlw lll‘tl plate of machine \\'lll be found
.\'u. ‘)‘)l- as shown above. lengthen stitch. screw

in right. thug C. shorten stitch. the ). ,
. I
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REMOVE THE NEEDLE.
the needle to point. the loot turn

the the screw and remove the needle.

t TO SET THE NEEDLE.
Hold the needle the thumb and the index finger oi the hand. and

the down the needle hole in the plate ; then enter the the
needle in the hole in the of the needle and push the needle up until the

16 yylt’ f/mt’r‘ St'ft'lll‘q JIllt'lH‘flf'
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TO

Raise bar its highest “it presscr and it back out
ul way, loown Nu. JI.‘

between lclt pass
point through throat shank o.

lower end bar.
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lower part of the shank at S (Fig. page to) is with the lower of the

bar. and fasten In its place with the screw

to have the groove of the needle to the shuttle ;

both slides and (see Fig. page ts) ; thread the needle from left to right.

that the thread will run across the centre of the throat plate. as shown in Figs. to
pages and ts; turn the from you until needle descends to

its lowest point.

By continuing this movement the needle will raise about of an lncn.
the same time throwing out a loop of thread squarely into the shuttle race. through
which the shuttle will

If your needle is set right. the bottom of this loop and the of the
will be even with the bottom of the shown in Fig. page For

tine thread. the noodle may be set a higher. until the point of the shuttle enters
the largest part of the loop.

MISSING STITCHES.
it‘ the Is Improperly set it may throw the to one so that the

will pass by instead of through loop. To prevent this. turn the needle in the
opposite direction until It throws the into the shuttle Sometimes
the machine will miss the needle sets too far from the shuttle. and
at other times the shuttle will strike the needle because the needle sets into the
shuttle race.

To adjust the needle nearer to or further from shuttle. place the wrench (Fig.
page on the head of the screw No. and press it this will loosen

the screw. so that the head of the machine can be moved.

To adjust the noodle to shuttle. move the end of the adjusting cam
up. and then turn the screw its place.

To adjust the needle farther from the shuttle, move the cam
wards and tighten the screw, as before. The needle should set as near the shuttle as
possible striking it.

adjustment to above is only in changing front tine to

coarse

a

(l

T/a' Howe Sewing lilac/rim.

ts. even end needle
it No. 4L

Be very can/n! short next tetnovo
Nos. us 113 u.

so and

14, 12 driving~whcel the

one-eighth at

pass.

eye needle
shuttle racc.as to. to.

trifle

needle loot) side. shuttle
the

loop squarely race.
stitches because

the t98
16, t6) 28. downwards;

nearer the (37)
(28) back’into

adjusting (27) down.

“without

Norm—The referred necessary
needles.
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T0 REGULATE THE TENSIONS.
to sew. be careful to have some tension upon

thread. Try them with the hand to see that they pull as nearly alike as

if the threads are of the having the and equal amount tension

 

sides the it is to have the tensions as nearly equal as possible.
and tight enough to make a firm scam without the threads.

To tighten the tension on the upper thread. turn the tension thumb nut to the

thus. . To loosen it. turn to the left, thus.

To tighten the lower or shuttle tension. turn the small screw No. 70. near the point

or the shuttle. to the left. thus, To loosen. tum It to the thus. .

In the shuttle tension. which is seldom necessary. turn the screw very
little.

 

the shuttle tension No. is a hand and
ates the reverse of ordinary screws.

garments. they must be held so as not to pull on
feed. or the stitches will be

When the machine is in operation, do not pull upon the so bend or
the
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18 la“ ”0“? Sewing Alert/tine. ‘

‘J

Before commencing always each
possible.

preper site, right of

of material. necessary
only breaking

138

J
right. l l. .

3

l. right. l

changing b'ut

'

Norm—Remember seren- 70 left screw. oper. i.
'

None—in sewing heavy back tW?
irregular.

goods asto
break needle.
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COMMENCING TO SEW.
The tnachine being fully threaded. both above and below, the thread drawn

up through the throat plate tor). the needle bar and foot both at their
the thread. as at A. ts. page and draw it through the

needle, so as to an end about or three inches long. Draw the
shuttle thread up through the throat plate about the distance. the two ends

under the loot towards the back part the machine. as shown in Fig. ts.
the to the bed plate the machine by means the screw
Place the two goods together with their edges even. and them

under the needle far enough to the right to a of the width.
Let down the presser n the work. move up the to the edge of the

goods. and fasten it there with t numb screw No. ; start the machine. the
ends of the threads down until two or three stitches been taken then remove the
hand from the threads and with the sewing. the goods kept even with
their edges the gauge. If the are right. the stitch will be alike on
both sides the material.

77“. ”mar Serums: Jim/tint.
‘0

Pic.

shuttle
presser highest

pomt. slacken shown Fig. 20.
eve ol' the leave two

same pass
B l! presscr of

Attach gauge .\'0. 20] of of
No. 202. pieecsof pass

make seam proper
foot in gauge

‘ 202 holding
have ;

prOt'eetl being
against tensions

of
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TO REMOVE THE WORK FROM THE MACHINE.

On the end of the the with the needle
point.

hold of the A and it, two from
the spool. the hold of the work. it up and it
out the part of the the upper thread in the
notch in the foot to the needle. the

two inches the needle.

in the out. it Will an
that the tension should be loosened a little.

 

20 The ”on? Surfing glint/lint.

Fig. IA8.

_l1r
J-

'l

reaching seam. stop machine, at its highest
,

Take thread at slacken by drawing about int-hex oil
raise preswr foot. take misc draw gently

from you towards hack machine. keeping
presser avoid bending as shown above. (‘ut threads

about from

Norm—lithe shuttle thread ghould break taking work be indi-
cation shuttle is {no rig/u. and

>_
_’
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TO TAKE OFF THE PRESSER FOOT.

Remove the back shuttle cover turn the or the lifter

until it points straight from as above. Loosen tum

the presser and it into the shuttle
put the foot on, hold it in the same positiOn above.

above rule be both on the
and The object in lowering them into the shuttle race to
the japan and the bed of the

."
w

-—
¥"

_,
_.

,
Sl

y"
)-

raCe No. 1:2; handle No. (n
back you. shown screw .\'o. 103,

foot back. take oli' directly rate.
To as shown

North—The mllSi stn'ch Mia-(ma! itt taking oil'and putting
[lrmmrn limit!” Card”. is
amid scratching defacing machine.
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TO ADJUST THE HEMMER.
taking oti'the presser to attach the read the

directions under at.
the needle bar until the point the needle passes through the hole in the

throat plate at. page Take the hemmer in the hand. and with
the large loosen screw pass the lower end into the shuttle race
in position as the presser loot is held in Fig. page at. Put the hemmer
on the end of the presser bar and work it up to the shoulder at ; with the hand
pull it around on the bar towards until the needle passes directly through the cen-
tre of the needle hole in the and fasten it securely in place with screw

  

TO COMMENCE

Turn over the edge the material and it down about two inches in length.
as shown ; enter it into the hemmer, the material. A pass under the
bernmer foot. and (old or creased edge C into the hemmer. over the blade
Use a pin in to the material into the hemmer and passing it along the
blades to the needle.

Pull the handle the towards you. letting the hemmcr down on the
and start the machine.
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) The Howe Sewing JIM/tine.

Norm—Before foot ”mu”. carefully
Fig. 19. page

Inwer of
No. 109. Fig. 33. left

screw-driver So. 227.
th‘same It).

56 left
you

11mm”. 237.

Fig. 20.

HEMMING.
of erase

above having A.
the 8.

assisting enter

of litter No. 60
material, 23

:2
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Fig.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the hand the edge the material into the hemmer just.
enough to the as the material to
keep it straight.

too ntuch material fed into the ltcrnmer it will he crowded out under the right
thus making wide and irregular bent. and not enough the raw edge

will not he turned under. H the stitching is too far from the edge the hem.
No. and turn the hemmer a little to the right too the edge. turn it

a little to the the is properly adjusted it with the
screw No. the presser bar guide becomes loose, the herntner

sideways, loosen screw and up t7 close the
and tighten the screw.

the from the hemmer. it out
the back the machine. as shown in Fig. page you pull it

out be liable to ruin

M
77m lion-f Sewing i'l/cu'l'nl'c'.

2L

HEMMING.
left told of and guide
fill channel. shown above, holding back on gently

if is
hand edge. at it

of loosen
screw 227. ; if near

left. \\’hen hemmcr fasten firmly
227. If No. 53 allowing

tom-or]: No. 18. move adjuster .\'o. against
guide No. 53

Nona—In removing work always take: from _\u
inwards part of 15. at). If

towards you, you will the. hetnmrr.

23



 

 

TO MAKE A FELL.
Place the two pieces of material to be felled under the and let it dawn

upon them; have the edge of the lower piece project about an eighth of an inch
beyond the edge of the upper; stitch thcnt the edge of the upper
piece by the right band edge of the hemmer at On the end of the same
pull the work out. as shown in page cut the threads. leaving ends about
three inches long attached to the material. as at B B.

Trim the edges. if necessary. as in hand felling. the upper one as close as it will
bear with safety. leaving the under one just wide enough to fill the hernmcr. as shown
in Fig. page

Open out the turn the wide edge over to the left and crease it down. holding
the material in the left hand, raise it up a little. take hold of the threads B B. and
draw the edge to be felled into the over the blade B as far as the needle. and
let down the hemmer upon the work. and start the machine. Pull gently on the
threads B B until two or three stitches have been taken.

Keep the cloth smooth and guide it into the hemmer. as shown above. Be sure to
draw the from you when in Fig. page

attempt to fell heavy goods this

 

tr

24 '1 718 [Iowa Sad/(gr JIac/um‘.

Pig. 22.

hem'mer.

together.guiding
224. reaching

Fig. 18. 20;
shown

20. 22.
goods.

two
Itcmmer

worlr removing it, as shewn 18. 20.
None—Never coarse. wi:h hemmer.
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Have the needle at highest point ; attach the in place of the
loot ; be careful to have the needle through the of the needle hole in

the Insert the short end of the wire in the hole in the presser
arm. as in page and it with the in part of the arm.

the spool of braid on the long end of the wire ; the braid under
the end of the spring and down through the needle hole in the foot. letting the
end extend back from the under side of the foot. as shown above ; start the machine.
guiding the material to the pattern already out. in turning
corners. have the needle about half down.

following fixtures. Gauge.
Bobbins. one Wrench. filled Oil. Shuttle
an or a narrow Hemmer (which is also a Feller). a

and Quilting go with each family machine—also with the step feed
B and step feed C of charge.

1"
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-
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T/u‘ Howe Sewing Alec/rim.
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Fig. 23.
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BRAlDlNG.
it: Iii-airin- I'iwl No. 229

(“03511 pass centre
hraider. hraider 310.23:

Fig. 26. 28. fasten set screw thehack
Place No. 23: pass

No. 231,

according marked square
way

Nora—The viz.: 3 Thumb-Screw. twelve Needles. six
Oil-Can with Screw-Driver. Screw-Driver.

extra Needle Throat-Plate.
liraider. Gauge.

machines—free



 

 

 

 

To attach the put the quilter the hole in the
foot. as shown and it in with in the hack

part of the presser foot.
to the or to the distance between the

of stitching. and just far enough above the bed of the machine to allow the to
pass under

The first line of should pass the of the
this line work both towards the edge.

4
w

.»
~“

"/

771i 11mm Strong J/tttf/Hm‘.

Fig. 24.

lQUlLTiNG.
quilting gauge. ha: No. tos through

ptcsser abet“. fasten place screw .\'0. to7

Adjust ii Tit-ti" left. according required lines
work

freely.
stitching through unite ROOd-‘Jnd ”“W
ways



 

 

 

BED PLATE HEMMER.
With the common on. attach ll to the

the Be to the pin from
under pass downward the end the the edge

plate; for that purpose pull the slide out the edge the
in the to fill the scroll. work it and little until

the let the foot down. not to
the .md tltc tilled .

shown

is for table
and this grade.

will Cents.
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A
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T/n' Hour St‘fi’!’l$" .'l/m'//1m‘.

presscr loot No. 102 the henuuer lunch"!!! hy
leans of gauge screw No. we. careful have small prnivcting

the side at I’ between of slide H} and of
the throat a little, enter of
material ht-mtnt-t so as forward back at

horn is turned evenly, presscr heing careful disarrange
hem, start tht‘ machine, guide material in so an to keep the wroll as

JlNJVL‘.

NfllL—Tltis hetttmer used principally unbleached muslin. sheeting.
Cloths. goods generally of

This attachment he charged for extra- Retail Pricc. 50
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BINDING.
the binder to the machine with the gauge pass the through

scrolls of the binder and it back the Place the to
bound between the upper and of the binder. with the edge close against
the binding. and let down the presser toot. the binder to the right or left to
sew near the edge the binding have the stitch rather longer than in ordinary sewing.
Hold the binding as to enter the binder freely, and hold the material to the right.
with the edge against the binding.

strip cut from light material. either straight or be used
stead It should be cut of even width, about three an inch
The hinder will turn the edges under. If the binding is cut too wide it will

too narrow the edges will not be turned under.
This attachment will for extra. Retail price

ll"

x 111 flnrm' Sewing Jlacmut.

Hg. 26.

Attach screw, binding
both draw over teed. maternal be

lower scrolis
Adjust

of ;

so

Nora.—A an} bias. mav it»
ofbinding. fourths of wide.

pueiter.
and it

be charged Qt.



 

CORDING.
Raise the needle to its highest point and attach the corder in place of the presser

foot, so that the needle pass through the centre of the needle hole of the
foot. Place the spool of cord on the pin and pass the cord through the hole in the
bow then through the e on the side of the blade. and lastly through the tube on
the end of the blade at letting it extend back under the foot in the direction of

Fold the material and crease down, pass one edge of the material under and the
other over the corder blade. as shown at D D. so that the tube C on the end of the
corder blade will be between the cloth and close against the crease. and let down the
foot upon the work. In stitching in the first cord. guide the work slightly to the left.
so as to lay the cord close into the crease. keeping the work in front of the
needle. the cord passing through the left hand in the bottom the corder foot.
Stitch the second cord in close against the guiding the work slightly to the left.
as before.

Make the stitch rather longer than in ordinary in turning square corners
have the needle

This attachment will be charged for extra. Retail price

'17m Howe Sewing Jllflflll.fl¢'.

Fig. 27.

will corder
23a.

'elct
L, 8.

it

smoothly
gr00vc 0

firstby

sewing,and
down.

$2.



 

 

The {or using the it.
This will be for

m

omitted giving zmy here.
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RUFFLING.
itmmctinns Rumer always accompany

attachment charged cXtra.
\\'c have then-(me

Retail price $3.
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